
 
Teacher:  Murphy                               Subject: Financial Literacy  Week 9/17 - 9/21 2018 

 

Day Learning Target Activities Evaluation 

 
 
M 

SWBAT: Calculate simple averages, averages 
from grouped data, and find the unknown 
item in a set of data,  Calculate over�me 
pay rates, regular & OT pay,   Calculate 
straight commission earnings, commission 
earnings based on a quota, graduated 
commission earnings, and find the rate of 
commission, Calculate gross pay for piece 
rate employees, per diem employees and 
�p employees 

Go over 1.5 answers 
Ch 1 hw quiz 
Complete & go over chapter review 
Pgs 32-33 #’s 10-27 

grade on HW quiz 
check for understanding on 
review 
 

T SWBAT: Calculate gross pay for hourly rate 
employees and for salaried employees, 
Calculate simple averages, averages from 
grouped data, and find the unknown item 
in a set of data,  Calculate over�me pay 
rates, regular & OT pay,   Calculate 
straight commission earnings, commission 
earnings based on a quota, graduated 
commission earnings, and find the rate of 
commission, Calculate gross pay for piece 
rate employees, per diem employees and 
�p employees 

Ch 1 test grade on ch 1 test 
 

 
 
W 

SWBAT: Find federal withholding tax 
deduc�ons, calculate social security & 
medicare tax deduc�ons, calculate total 
deduc�ons & net pay 

go over 2.1 examples, check for understanding 
#31-44 pgs 45-46 
 

listen to answers on CFU 
HW quiz 9/26 
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R 
 
 

SWBAT: find total job benefits, net job 
benefits, compare net job benefits 

go over hw answers. Go over 2.2 Benefits & Job 
Expenses, go over examples, check for understanding 
#15-19 + 21 & 22 + pgs 51-52 
 

go over any ques�ons students 
have on HW 
listen to answers on CFU 
HW quiz 9/26 
 

 
 
F 

SWBAT: Calculate adjusted gross income & 
taxable income, calculate tax due, calculate 
refund for single dependents 

Go over hw answers 
Go over 2.3 Federal Income Tax, go over examples, 
check for understanding 
11-16 + 23-35 
 
 
 

go over any ques�ons students 
have on HW 
listen to answers on CFU 
HW quiz 9/26 

 
 


